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1 GSRs and Suppletion
• Gradient Symbolic Representations (GSRs; Smolensky &Goldrick 2016) allow phono-
logical entities to be “partially present” in the input.
• This theory has been shown to account for certain kinds of phonologically condi-
tioned morphological phenomena (Faust & Smolensky 2017, Zimmermann 2019).
• We apply this framework to clitic allomorphy in Bolognese (Romance; Italy) to
assess its ability to account for suppletion.
• Bolognese makes a good test case: DEP penalizes both the appearance of a suppletive
allomorph and epenthesis, which sometimes occurs as an alternative to suppletion.

2 Bolognese Clitics
• Bolognese has a fairly standard Romance clitic inventory:

(1) Clitic Pronouns in Bolognese
NOM DAT ACC PRT

SING PLUR SING PLUR SING PLUR
1 a-/-ja a-/-ja m s m s
2 t a-/-v t v t v
3M (a)l i i i (a)l i n3f l(a) æl/æʎ i i l(a) i
3RFLX s s s s

• Our focus: interaction between allomorphy of 3MS.NOM and 3MS.ACC
• Both clitics display suppletion.
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• Data in this work comes from Canepari & Vitali (1995), Vitali (2009), and from
extensive work with native speakers.

3 Phonotactics
• Bolognese prohibits sonorant-final coda clusters:

(2) tɛːvla ‘table’ tɛːvel ‘tables’
laŋteːrna ‘lantern’ laŋteːreŋ ‘lanterns’
liːvra ‘hare’ liːver ‘hares’

• Sonorant-initial onset clusters are also banned (except for a handful of root-internal
[mC] clusters; e.g. [mdajɑŋ] ‘medallion’). None exist underlyingly; epenthesis is
visible with clitics:

(3) a. al-
3MS.NOM-

le-
3MS.ACC-

vad
sees

‘he sees him.’
b. al-
3MS.NOM-

le-
3MS.ACC-

tra
throws

‘he throws it.’

• Probably not a sonority sequencing fact (e.g. Clements 1991, Selkirk 1984): clusters
that disobey sonority sequencing requirements are not rare (Rubin & Kaplan to
appear):

(4) zbdɛl ‘hospital’
ftleŋna ‘slice’
ʦkɲɔser ‘to disavow’
vdand ‘seeing’
forbz ‘scissors’
poːrdɡ ‘portico’

• We adopt the following constraint:

(5) *[+son]PERIPHERY: no sonorant-initial onset clusters or sonorant-final coda clusters.
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4 Clitic Allomorphy: The Basics
4.1 3MS.NOM
• Prevocalic: [l] (6)
• Preconsonantal: [al] (7)

(6) l -
3MS.NOM-

arspɑnd
responds

‘he responds’

(7) al -
3MS.NOM-

vad
sees

‘he sees’
⇒ These are suppletive: no regular phonological process in Bolognese accounts for [a]
epenthesis/deletion (Rubin & Kaplan 2022).
• [l] also appears post-verbally (e.g. in questions) with consonant-final verbs. Epenthe-
sis is triggered by *[+son]PERIPHERY, which would not have been necessary with
[al]:

(8) vad-el, *vad-al ‘Does he see?’
• Our claim: [l] appears to avoid misalignment of [al] with respect to syllable bound-
aries:

– *[a.l-arspɑnd] (cf. (6)): syllable boundary in the middle of the clitic
– *[va.d-al] (8): clitic is not left-aligned with a syllable boundary

• The cover constraint ALIGN-[al]NOM penalizes both configurations.
• Ostensibly, a third allomorph [a] occurs before certain ACC and DAT clitics:

(9) a. a -
3MS.NOM

m-
1S.DAT

la-
3FS.ACC

da
gives

‘he gives it to me.’
b. a -
3MS.NOM

t-
2S.DAT

la-
3FS.ACC

da
gives

‘he gives it to you.’

c. a -
3MS.NOM

s-
1P.DAT

al-
3MS.ACC

da
gives

‘he gives it to us.’
d. a -
3MS.NOM

v-
2P.DAT

al-
3MS.ACC

da
gives

‘he gives it to you.’
• Rubin & Kaplan (2022): 3MS.NOM fuses with these (and other) clitics: [am], [as],
etc., are single lexical items—“duplexes” that are the exponent of two sets of pronom-
inal features.
• Revisions to (9) with the duplex analysis:

(10) a. am -
{3MS.NOM, 1S.DAT}

la-
3FS.ACC

da
gives

‘he gives it to me.’
b. at -
{3MS.NOM, 2S.DAT}

la-
3FS.ACC

da
gives

‘he gives it to you.’

c. as -
{3MS.NOM, 1P.DAT}

al-
3MS.ACC

da
gives

‘he gives it to us.’
d. av -
{3MS.NOM, 2P.DAT}

al-
3MS.ACC

da
gives

‘he gives it to you.’
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• The duplex analysis explains why [al] occurs preconsonantly instead of the codaless
[a], and why [a] appears only before certain clitics and in certain conditions.
• Again, suppletion: duplexes are not morphosyntactically identical to simplex clitics,
so they must be separate lexical entries.

4.2 3MS.ACC
• Prevocalic: [l] (11)
• Preconsonantal: [al] (12)

(11) at-
{3MS.NOM, 2S.DAT}-

l -
3MS.ACC-

a
has
dɛ
given

‘he gave it to you.’

(12) at-
{3MS.NOM, 2S.DAT}-

al -
3MS.ACC-

da
gives

‘he gives it to you.’
• Suppletion, for the same reasons given for 3MS.NOM.
• No duplexes for this 3MS.ACC clitic.

4.3 Interaction of 3MS.NOM & 3MS.ACC
• Prevocalic interaction of 3MS.NOM and 3MS.ACC is as expected (13):

– 3MS.ACC→ [l] (prevocalic environment)
– 3MS.NOM→ [al] (preconsonantal environment)

(13) a. al-
3MS.NOM-

l-
3MS.ACC-

iŋdveŋna
guesses

‘he guesses it.’
b. al-
3MS.NOM-

l-
3MS.ACC-

a
has
vest
seen

‘he saw him.’
• Preconsonantal interaction is unexpected (14): [e] is epenthetic; [lC] onsets are
disallowed—a situation that could have been avoided with 3MS.ACC [al].

(14) a. al-
3MS.NOM-

le -
3MS.ACC-

vad
sees

‘he sees him.’
b. al-
3MS.NOM-

le -
3MS.ACC-

tra
throws

‘he throws it.’
• A priori expectation: *[l- al- vad]

– 3MS.ACC→ [al] (preconsontal environment)
– 3MS.NOM→ [l] (prevocalic environment)

⇒ GSRs can account for this behavior.
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5 Analysis
5.1 3MS.NOM & Duplexes
• All allomorphs appear in the input.
• Activity is assigned to whole allomorphs, not individual segments.

(15) /(0.1·l, 0.8·al)-
3MS.NOM-

vad/
sees

‘he sees’

• Faithfulness favors allomorphs with greater underlying activity.
– MAX rewards underlying activity preserved in a candidate (roots’ activities are
ignored in tableaux here).

– DEP penalizes activity that must be added to bring an element’s activity up to
1.

(16) /(0.1·l, 0.8·al)-vad/ MAX
5

DEP
15

H
a. l-vad 0.1 −0.9 −13

Z b. al-vad 0.8 −0.2 1

c. le-vad 0.1 −1.9 −28

• In this case, *[+son]PERIPH also favors [al-vad]:

(17) /(0.1·l, 0.8·al)-vad/ *[+son]PERIPH
37

MAX
5

DEP
15

H
a. l-vad −1 0.1 −0.9 −50

Z b. al-vad 0.8 −0.2 1

c. le-vad 0.1 −1.9 −28

• Low activity is not fatal, in the right circumstances:

(18) /(0.1·l, 0.8·al)-arspɑnd/ ALIGN-[al]NOM
40

MAX
5

DEP
15

H
Z a. l-arspɑnd 0.1 −0.9 −13

b. a.l-arspɑnd −1 0.8 −0.2 −39
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• High-weighted constraints can favor both a low-activity allomorph and epenthesis
over a high-activity allomorph:

(19) /vad-(0.1·l, 0.8·al)/ ALIGN-[al]NOM
40

*[+SON]PERIPH
37

MAX
5

DEP
15

H
a. vad-l −1 0.1 −0.9 −50

b. va.d-al −1 0.8 −0.2 −39

Z c. va.d-el 0.1 −1.9 −28

• Duplexes are preferred over simplexes: generally, they’re at least optional whenever
the morphosyntactic conditions are met.
• Each duplex has an activity lower than the corresponding simplexes. E.g.:

(20) 3MS.NOM: /(0.1·l, 0.8·al, 0.45·am, 0.45·at, etc.)/
• Normally, they’re suboptimal:

(21) /(0.1·l, 0.8·al, 0.45·at)-vad/ MAX
5

DEP
15

H
a. l-vad 0.1 −0.9 −13

Z b. al-vad 0.8 −0.2 1

c. at-vad 0.45 −0.55 −6

• But if 2S.DAT, e.g., is also in the input, it contributes another /0.45·at/, and candi-
dates with that allomorph combine the activities of the 3MS.NOM /at/ and 2S.DAT
/at/.

(22) /(0.1·l, 0.8·al, 0.45·at)-
(0.3·t, 0.45·at)-la-da/

*[+SON]PERIPH
37

MAX
5

DEP
15

H
a. l-t-la-da −1 0.1 + 0.3 −1.6 −59

b. al-t-la-da 0.8 + 0.3 −0.9 −8

Z c. at-la-da 0.45 + 0.45 −0.1 3

5.2 3MS.ACC & the Puzzling Interaction
• 3MS.ACC: [l] prevocalically (23), [al] preconsonantally (24):

(23) /…- (0.95·l, 0.7·al)-a da/ *[+SON]PERIPH
37

MAX
5

DEP
15

H
Z a. …-l-a dɛ 0.95 −0.05 4

b. …-al-a dɛ 0.7 −0.3 −1

c. …-le-a dɛ 0.95 −1.05 −11
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(24) /…- (0.95·l, 0.7·al)-da/ *[+SON]PERIPH
37

MAX
5

DEP
15

H
a. …-l-da −1 0.95 −0.05 −33

Z b. …-al-da 0.7 −0.3 −1

c. …-le-da 0.95 −1.05 −11

• Interaction between 3MS.NOM and 3MS.ACC: the combined preference for 3MS.NOM
[al] and 3MS.ACC [l] is great enough to override other considerations:

(25) /(0.1·l, 0.8·al)-(0.95·l, 0.7·al)-vad/ *[+SON]PERIPH
37

MAX
5

DEP
15

H
Z a. al-le-vad 0.8 + 0.95 −1.25 −10

b. l-al-vad 0.1 + 0.7 −1.2 −14

c. al-l-vad −1 0.8 + 0.95 −1.25 −47

• GSRs permit an account of Bolognese’s suppletion, including the unexpected out-
comes and the competition with epenthesis.

6 The Larger Context
• Embedding this analysis in a larger account of Bolognese clitics confirms the results
from above.
• Optionality arises in some cases: we adopt Noisy Harmonic Grammar (NHG; Boersma
& Pater 2016, Jesney 2007, Hayes 2017), implemented in R (R Core Team 2022).

6.1 Old Data
• 3MS.NOM with no other clitics ((6) & (7)):

(26) l-
3MS.NOM-

arspɑnd
respond.3S

‘he responds’

(27) al-
3MS.NOM-

vad
see.3S

‘he sees’
• Postverbal 3MS.NOM (8):

(28) vad-el ‘Does he see?’
• 3MS.NOM duplexes (10); just (10b) included:

(29) at-
{3MS.NOM, 2S.DAT}

la-
3FS.ACC

da
give.3S

‘he gives it to you.’
• 3MS.ACC prevocalically and preconsonantally ((11) & (12)):

(30) at-
{3MS.NOM, 2S.DAT}-

l -
3MS.ACC-

a
has
dɛ
given

‘he gave it to you.’

(31) at-
{3MS.NOM, 2S.DAT}-

al -
3MS.ACC-

da
gives

‘he gives it to you.’
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• 3MS.NOM with 3MS.ACC ((13)–(14)):

(32) a. al-
3MS.NOM-

l-
3MS.ACC-

iŋdveŋna
guesses

‘he guesses it.’

b. al-
3MS.NOM-

le-
3MS.ACC-

vad
sees

‘he sees him.’

6.2 New Data
• Duplexes are optional when just one of DAT and ACC clitics is present:

(33) a. al -
3MS.NOM

t -
2S.DAT

diːz
says

‘he says to you.’
b. at -
{3MS.NOM, 2S.DAT}

diːz
says

‘he says to you.’

(34) a. al -
3MS.NOM

s -
1P.DAT

diːz
says

‘he says to us’
b. as -
{3MS.NOM, 1P.DAT}

diːz
says

‘he says to us.’
(35) a. al -

3MS.NOM
t -
2S.ACC

ʦaːma
calls

‘he calls you.’
b. at -
{3MS.NOM, 2S.ACC}

ʦaːma
calls

‘he calls you.’

(36) a. al -
3MS.NOM

s -
1P.ACC

ʦaːma
calls

‘he calls us’
b. as -
{3MS.NOM, 1P.ACC}

ʦaːma
calls

‘he calls us.’

• Our account:
– Cardinaletti & Repetti (2008): in Donceto (closely related to Bolognese), pro-
clitics are outside the verb’s PWd.

– We implement this by assigning clitics to PPh.
– Recursive PPhs (Ito & Mester 2007, 2009a,b, 2013): each clitic induces a new
one.

– *DUPLEX-PPhmin discourages duplexes in the minimal (= lowest) PPh, com-
peting with MAX and DEP, which favor duplexes (37a), (37b).

– But when both DAT and ACC are present, the duplex is outside the minimal
PPh, and *DUPLEX-PPhmin doesn’t penalize it (37c).

(37) a. PPh

al PPh

t PWd

diːz
OK on *DUPLEX-PPhmin;
worse on MAX/DEP

b. PPh

at PWd

diːz
*DUPLEX-PPhmin violated;
better on MAX/DEP

c. PPh

at PPh

la PWd

da
OK on both *DUPLEX-
PPhmin and MAX/DEP
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• With just one of DAT/ACC and a V-initial verb, duplexes are impossible:

(38) a. al -
3MS.NOM

t -
2S.DAT

arspɑnd
responds

‘he responds to you.’
b.* at -arspɑnd

(39) a. al -
3MS.NOM

s -
1P.ACC

abraθa
hugs

‘he hugs us.’
b.* as -abraθa

• Our account:
– ONSET-PWd forces clitics to provide an onset for the verb.
– CRISPEDGE-PWd (Ito & Mester 1999) prevents morphemes from straddling the
PWd boundary.

– Duplexes must violate one of these constraints; simplexes do not:

(40) /3MS.NOM, 2S.DAT, arspɑnd/ ONSET-PWd CRISPEDGE-PWd
Z a. al-[t-arspɑnd]PWd

b. a[t-arspɑnd]PWd *!
c. [at-arspɑnd]PWd *!
d. at-[arspɑnd]PWd *!

• One more constraint: DEP-σ1

– Useful in ruling out extraneous alternations for 3MS.NOM (which is always
word-initial, except in inversions).

– DEP-σ1 is identical to DEP, but it penalizes only initial-syllable epenthesis.

6.3 Noisy Harmonic Grammar
• Constraint weights are perturbed on each evaluation.
• Code written in R (R Core Team 2022), available at https://github.com/afkaplan/Bolognese
• Noise: Gaussian distribution with mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1
• Weights (41) and activities (42) given below:

(41) Constraint Weight
MAX 5
DEP 15
DEP-σ1 28
*DUPLEX-PPhmin 34
*[+son]PERIPHERY 37
ONSET-PWd 55
CRISPEDGE-PWd 55
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(42) Clitic Allomorph Activity
3MS.NOM [l] 0.1

[al] 0.8
duplexes 0.45

3MS.ACC [l] 0.95
[al] 0.7

2S.DAT [t] 0.3
[at] 0.45

2S.NOM [t] 0.3

• Results (from 10,000 trials for each form):
– Categorical data: all and only attested forms produced.
– Optional duplexes (33):
* al-t-diːz: 64.8%
* at-diːz: 35.2%

7 Conclusion
• GSRs offer an account of suppletive allomorphy without requiring a suppletion-
specific apparatus.
• Bolognese uses both [e]-epenthesis and suppletion to satisfy well-formedness con-
straints, both of which violate DEP. Nonetheless, each appears just where it should.
• NHG accounts for the system’s optionality. A possible avenue for research: per-
turbed activity rather than perturbed weights.
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